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ABSTRACT
Various noises and artifacts affect EEG (electroencephalogram) signals and should be removed for
effective diagnosis and treatment. The adaptive filter is designed using adders, multipliers and de-
lay elements. In this paper, the design of the adder is presented. The adders form the foundational
block of all arithmetic and computational processes of biomedical systems. They form the parts
of filters, multipliers and transform units. The Fourier transform used in biomedical analysis uses
adders as their basic elements. This work proposes a gate diffusion input (GDI) logic-based design
usingmultigate FET transistors, namely, FinFET. The problem of a dedicated power supply and leak-
age current during static operation is eliminated in this work by proposing FinFET-based GDI logic.
The proposed implementationwas comparedwith existingmethods on the basis of energy, power
and delay. Implementation was carried out using 32 nm CMOS and FinFET technology. Predictive
technology models were applied for the implementation.
Key words: Multigate field effect transistors, Adder, Adaptive filter, Electroencephalogram, CMOS,
Low power

INTRODUCTION1

In biomedical systems, for the diagnosis of brain-2

related problems, electroencephalogram (EEG) signal3

analysis is used. The EEG signals acquired from scalp4

electrodes are affected by various noises. The acqui-5

sition unit should be designed to provide high ampli-6

fication, accuracy and low noise. Electrodes made of7

Ag/AgCl were used for the acquisition process. The8

frequency range is from 1 Hz to 30 Hz. The cost9

should also be less. The preprocessing unit plays a vi-10

tal role in amplification and filtering. Electrode us-11

age is a complex process and time-consuming process12

that is highly prone to noise, such as baseline wander-13

ing and other noise. Figure 1 shows the EEG system14

with all the components. It includes acquisition, pre-15

processing and decision-making blocks. The analog-16

to-digital converter blocks are sensitive, and they de-17

termine the diagnostic performance accuracy.18

The adaptive filters were part of the signal pre-19

processing and feature extraction blocks (Figure 1).20

Adders and multipliers were used as circuit elements21

in biomedical system integration using digital signal22

processing (DSP). Various DSP processors have been23

used for EEG signal processing. However, a dedicated24

circuit or integrated chip will be efficient. One such25

approach is designed in this work, where the adders26

for the adaptive filter are designed. Since multipliers27

contribute to the critical delay of the system, adders,28

which are the building blocks of multipliers, need at- 29

tention. In addition, due to the slow development of 30

battery technology, new circuit methods are needed. 31

Several adaptive filters have been designed in the liter- 32

ature, such as LMS and RLS. The advantages of adap- 33

tive filters are that they are suitable for use in real-time 34

settings and can process biomedical signals even in 35

nonstationary environments. Compared with other 36

types of filters, adaptive filters are easy to implement 37

in hardware. 38

FINFET BASICS 39

Three-dimensional structures using fins between the 40

source and drain provide better performance through 41

their advanced structures. The design structure pro- 42

vides more space for the current to flow. (see Fig- 43

ure 1). Leakage is eliminated by the control of the 44

channel through gate covering. A lower threshold 45

voltage is used in FinFET. It works in 3 modes: low 46

power, shorted gate and independent gate. 47

FinFET in SPICEBSIM-CMGmodels and PTMmod- 48

els were used in this work since there are 3D transis- 49

tors, and capacitance values are more important. Mi- 50

croprocessors for EEG systems designed using multi- 51

gate or tri-gate architectures consume less power. In 52

memory cells, improved speed and battery usage are 53

required for EEG systems. FinFETs are fabricated us- 54

ing front-end-of-line (FEOL) fabrication technology. 55
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Figure 1: Various components of the EEG acquisition system

Figure 2: Device diagram of CMOSs and FinFETs

Theother technologies used were assembly and BEOL56

(back-end-of-line). In section 2, a literature survey is57

presented, followed by the background methodology58

in section 3, the proposed method in section 4, and59

the results and discussion in section 5. Finally, con-60

cluding remarks and references are presented.61

LITERATURE REVIEW62

Adaptive filters play an important role in the removal63

of noise from signals. The development of the adap-64

tive filter requires several techniques, such as bit re-65

duction methods and multipliers, as discussed by Vo-66

jin G. Oklobdzija and David Villeger 1. The structure67

reduces the irregular bit arrival. Developing mod-68

ules from the 1-bit adder cell optimizes the design,69

but complex work cannot be done, as addressed by70

Ahmed M. Shams et al.2. In certain designs, XOR 71

gates are avoided, such as in the work by Mehrdad 72

Maeen et al.3. The 1-bit full adder cell designed 73

in a 180 nm CMOS is better in that technology but 74

suffers from leakage at lower technologies. A 90 75

nm adder was designed by Sohan Purohit and Mar- 76

tin Margala 4. They presented the design in split- 77

path data-driven dynamic logic. The leakage cur- 78

rent affects the power consumption of CMOS de- 79

vices and their circuits, especially when stacked, as 80

described by Raghvendra Singh and Shyam Akashe5. 81

The power can be further reduced in these circuits 82

using power gating techniques. These techniques, 83

when incorporated in larger computational blocks 84

such as ALUs, have advantages, and adders were re- 85

ported by Rachit Patel et al 6. The ALUs in CMOSs 86
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are faster, but they suffer from lower power con-87

sumption due to leakage current. However, replac-88

ing adders will reduce the delay due to RC com-89

ponents. Mirror adders, low-area adders, branch-90

based logic and pass transor logics have been de-91

signed 7,8. At 180 nm, Mariano Aguirre-Hernandez92

and Monico Linares-Aranda 9 developed adders in93

CMOS technology. Other adders have also been de-94

veloped using hybrid circuits and gate diffusion input95

(GDI), a new technique for low-power digital com-96

binatorial circuit design 10,11. Gate diffusion logics97

have been used in the design of adders and other98

combination circuits12,13. The full swing gate diffu-99

sion input (FS-GDI) methodology was found to be100

effective when low-power circuits are required14,15.101

Senthil Kumar et al. (2019) used FinFET with a self-102

controllable-voltage-level (SVL) circuit for opamp de-103

sign. CNTFET- and FinFET-based DWTs were also104

designed for the DWT architecture. Ravindrakumar105

et al. (2017) used adaptive filters for fetal ECG extrac-106

tion. In that work, several adaptive filters were de-107

signed. Gupta et al. (2020, 2021) designed FinFET-108

based architectures for DWT architectures. A sim-109

ilar type of FinFET-based design was developed by110

Senthilkumar et al. (2019). Ravindrakumar and111

Nithya (2012) designed a system for ECG signal pro-112

cessing. Leakage is eliminated by several means using113

FinFET logic circuits16–18.114

Research Gaps Identified: The main problem in the115

existing CMOS technology is the power consumption116

due to leakage current, slow computation and low ac-117

curacy. These problems can be addressed using new118

technology that can reduce power consumption. The119

speed of operation is improved, and more computa-120

tions are performed. When EEG signal analysis con-121

cerns, the design should involve filtering block opti-122

mization. The filters are computing blocks that use123

time, frequency or time-scale methods. In this work,124

adaptive filters, which have a very high rejection ra-125

tio and good extraction of information, were chosen.126

PTL design methods face problems due to the low127

swing of outputs. The pass transistors provide less of128

a voltage drop. When the device works in the sub-129

threshold region, swing decreases, and the delay in-130

creases. Additional buffers increase the area of the131

system. The skew and jitter, on the other hand, in-132

crease due to buffers.133

BACKGROUNDMETHODOLOGY134

Figure 3 shows the GDImethod and its various nodes135

of ‘N’, ‘P’ and Gate. Arbitrary biasing is possible at136

the connection between the N and P connected with137

the bulks of nMOS and pMOS, respectively. There 138

are few relationships between N and P, N input-VDD 139

and P input=0. Direct polarization occurs between 140

the diodes, static power dissipation occurs, and Vout 141

~ 0.5VDD. 142

Figure 3: GDI basic cell

PTL design methods face problems due to the low 143

swing of outputs. The pass transistors provide less of 144

a voltage drop. The F1 function choice in GDI elim- 145

inates this problem, and the voltage level is Vt p. The 146

GDI has a transient analysis similar to that of CMOS. 147

Here, the nMOS diffusion is given with a step signal. 148

FULL ADDER TOPOLOGIES 149

The various full adder circuit types are shown in Fig- 150

ure 4. The types are C-CMOS adder cells, b) TG- 151

pseudo adder cells and c) TG adder cells. The first cir- 152

cuit provides full swing lmost to the VDD and -VDD. 153

The high-speed PseudonMOS full adder cell with 14 154

transistors, as shown in Figure 4b, has more static 155

power consumption. The circuit avoids a zero volt- 156

age drop at the output node. The circuit increases the 157

area of the circuits. However, it has low power con- 158

sumption. 159

These designs work on EEG multiinputs, which are 160

complex signals. Since EEGs have more harmonics 161

and event potentials, it is very challenging to reduce 162

the error signal and improve the convergence behav- 163

ior. Power spectral analysis provides a clear picture 164

of the frequencies in the signal and its amplitude. 165

The amplitude will be in microvolts. The characteris- 166

tics are rhythmic with constant frequency, arrhythmic 167

without a stable frequency and dysrhythmic. 168
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Figure 4: a) C-CMOS adder cell b) TG-pseudo adder cell c) TG adder cell

PROPOSED SYSTEM169

In this work, we developed and implemented a GDI-170

based design using multigate technology. The prob-171

lems in CMOS and other filters are addressed, and172

we arrive at an effective circuit. The proposed de-173

sign eliminates threshold voltage loss, is less complex174

and can achieve high speed even in cascade opera-175

tion. In this work, FinFET-based adders were de-176

signed and implemented for the RLS DCD architec-177

ture. For EEGs, the signal power is low, and a con-178

ventional adaptive filter will find it difficult to adapt179

to varying multimodal error surfaces.180

Dichotomous Coordinate Decent (RDR)181

Block Algorithm182

Figure 5 shows the block RLS Dichotomous Coordi-183

nate Decent (DCD) architecture. This algorithm uses184

an adaptive filter to update the weights in a blockwise185

and clockwise manner. The buffers store the inter-186

mediate results. In every clock cycle, the updation is187

performed from the output of the error values. There188

is less sampling of biomedical signals, so the block of189

data contains the maximum amount of information.190

The averaging of the block of data is performed so191

that the medical data information is not affected. The192

mathematical form of the block RLS DCD algorithm.193

Xo, x1, and xn are input samples. W1, w2, and wn are194

weight values.195

X(n) = [x0,x1,x2, ......xn] (1)

W (n) = [w0,w1,w2, ......wn]T (2)

y = w(t)∗ x(t) (3)

y(n) = ∑N−1
t=0 w(t)∗ x(n− t) (4)

The block RLS algorithm-based adaptive filter is im- 196

plemented using buffer blocks, as shown in Figure 5. 197

The implementation shown in Figure 5 consists of 198

registers or memory units to store the coefficients, 199

weighted units, adders and multipliers. These units 200

are suitable for real-time implementation. The unit 201

is autonomous, and no manual control is needed. 202

The updation unit calculates the weight values, which 203

are subsequently updated based on the error inputs. 204

Buffers are placed in all units to store the temporary 205

data. The tap count determines the number of mul- 206

tipliers in the system. The step size determines the 207

convergence rate of the adaptive filters. The step size is 208

variable based on the signal. Here, the steady-state er- 209

ror and convergence rate are optimized using the step 210

size variation. y[n] and d[n] are convolved, and errors 211

are produced. Based on the error signal, the weights 212

are updated. The subtractor is also an adder with one 213

of the inputs: the 2’s complement data. The imple- 214

mentation of the FIR using multipliers is found to be 215

efficient. The critical paths can be optimized by using 216

pipelining stages. 217

PROPOSED FULL ADDERS IN GDI FOR THE 218

RLS DCD ALGORITHM 219

Here, the proposed full adder design featuring a GDI 220

cell for an adaptive filter RLS DCD is presented. 221

The proposed design has full swing logic. The sum 222

and carry are presented by the Boolean expression in 223

equations 5 and 6. 224

Sum= A XOR B XOR Cin (5) 225

Cout = A AND B + B AND Cin + A AND Cin (6) 226

The GDI cells for AND, OR and XOR are shown in 227

Figure 6. As shown in Table 3.1, GDI logic can work 228

according to different logics. In addition, for input 229

combinations of all ‘0’s, the current is limited. CMOSs 230

already have issues in this regard. FinFET will be the 231

right choice for this application. 232
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Figure 5: Block RLS DCD Adaptive Filter

Figure 6: Circuits of the (a) XOR gate, (b) OR gate and (c) AND gate
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Implementation of the adder circuit233

The full swing gates were suitable for the GDI full234

adder unit for EEG signal processing. The perfor-235

mancewas improved by using a FinFET device, where236

the leakage currentwas reduced and the full swingwas237

confirmed. A swing restoration block is not needed.238

In EEG signal processing, the amplitude of the input is239

less, but it can be rectified by using the amplifier stage240

in the acquisition unit. The filtering unit removes the241

noise present in the EEG signal. Normally, an EEG242

recording of cognitive behavior requires a proper fil-243

tering unit for noise removal.244

Design 1 using GDI is shown in Figure 7.245

The full swing configuration expressions are given in246

Eqs. (7) and (8):247

Sum= Cin (A XOR B) +Cin (A XNOR B) (7)248

Cout = (A XOR B)Cin + (A XOR B)A (8)249

The intermediate result is the XOR unit.250

Design 2 using GDI is shown in Figure 8. This de-251

sign uses multiplexer, XOR, OR and AND gates.252

Sum= A XOR XOR Cin (9)253

Cout = Cin (A AND B) +Cin (AOR B) (10)254

Design 3 using GDI with an intermediate XOR gate255

is shown in Figure 9.256

Sum= A XOR B XOR Cin (4.7)257

Cout = A AND B + (A XOR B)Cin (4.8)258

The ASIC-based implementation is advantageous259

compared to the FPGA. Here, analog units can be de-260

veloped. The supply voltage can be varied as per the261

requirements. GDI logic is difficult to implement in262

FPGAs. The disadvantage of the proposed method263

is that at high noise levels, the output swing may de-264

crease. In addition, the coefficient update block is up-265

dated according to the signal-to-noise ratio. There-266

fore, at a high noise content, the increase is slower as267

the convergence rate increases. This can be optimized268

using techniques that can optimize the coefficient up-269

dating unit.270

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION271

The predictive technology model files from TSMC272

were used. These model files have parameters for 32273

nm technology in CMOS and FinFET devices. The274

model files have physical and electrical device de-275

tails, which will be fetched by the simulator to make276

the original device. A schematic diagram of the full277

adder-based Design1 circuit is shown in Figure 10.278

The inputs used in design1 are A, B, and C, and the279

outputs for this circuit are sum and carry. Here, the280

full adder used is the GDI full adder.281

A schematic diagram of the full adder-based Design2 282

circuit is shown in Figure 11. The inputs used in de- 283

sign2 are A, B, and C, and the outputs for this circuit 284

are sum and carry. 285

A schematic diagram of the CMOS full adder-based 286

Design3 circuit is shown in Figure 12. The inputs used 287

in design3 are A, B, and C, and the outputs for this 288

circuit are sum and carry. 289

A schematic diagram of the FinFET full adder-based 290

Design1 circuit is shown in Figure 13. The inputs used 291

in design1 are A, B, and C, and the outputs for this 292

circuit are sum and carry. Here, the FinFET full adder 293

used was the 32 nm GDI full adder. 294

A schematic diagram of the FinFET full adder-based 295

Design2 circuit is shown in Figure 14. The inputs used 296

in design2 are A, B, and C, and the outputs for this 297

circuit are sum and carry. 298

A schematic diagram of the FinFET full adder-based 299

Design3 circuit is shown in Figure 15. The inputs used 300

in design3 are A, B, and C, and the outputs for this 301

circuit are sum and carry. Here, the FinFET full adder 302

used was the 32 nm GDI full adder. 303

Analysis of Swing Restoring as per Figure 11 to Fig- 304

ure 15 305

Figure 10-Figure 12 and 13-15 show the different 306

design implementations using CMOSs and FinFETs. 307

The circuit shows buffer units that eliminate swing 308

restoration in GDI circuits. In addition, as shown in 309

Table 2, the power supply used was 1 V. The delay in- 310

creases if the device works in the subthreshold region. 311

Low-frequency design, VDD reduction and threshold 312

nonscalability determine the buffer stage count. Ad- 313

ditional buffers increase the area of the system. When 314

linked with GDI cells, diffusion inputs require buffer 315

insertion. Buffer insertion can be reduced by avoid- 316

ing the buffer before the gate. The skew and jitter are 317

minimized or eliminated. 318

Table 1 shows the power analysis of the CMOS and 319

FinFET full adders at 32 nm. The average power, peak 320

power, average current and peak current are calcu- 321

lated. 322

Table 2 shows the power delay analysis of full adders in 323

CMOSs and FinFETs. When lower-level technology is 324

used, the power delay product will decrease. FinFET 325

has fewer power delay products than CMOS technol- 326

ogy. 327

PDP (power delay product) = average power * average 328

delay. 329

CONCLUSION 330

In this paper, FinFET-based adder circuits for an RLS 331

DCD adaptive filter are designed and implemented. 332

The design was used in the EEG signal processing 333
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Figure 7: Circuit for design 1 using GDI

Figure 8: Design 2 Proposed full adder

Table 2: Power delay analysis of the full adder

power delay product

CMOS(45_nm) CMOS(32_nm) finFET(32_nm)

FULL ADDER DESIGN1 6.41E-14 8.17E-14 1.84E-15

FULL ADDER DESIGN2 6.41E-13 5.60E-13 1.98E-15

FULL ADDER DESIGN3 5.71E-13 6.65E-13 2.02E-15
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Figure 9: Design 3 Proposed full adder

Figure 10: Proposed full adder-based Design1
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Figure 11: Proposed full adder-based Design2

Figure 12: Proposed full adder-based Design3

unit. In biomedical signal processing, more adaptive334

filters are required for noise. Currently, sincemost de-335

vices are battery operated, dedicated circuits that can336

provide less power are needed. In conventional meth-337

ods, CMOSs, which suffer from leakage current, are338

used. In this work, the GDI logic is designed in a fin-339

fet, which provides less power and fast operation. The340

full swing XOR, AND and OR gates for functions F1341

and F2 are used. This eliminates the threshold volt-342

age problem. Buffers are introduced to increase the343

driving capability. This also provides low power by 344

using FinFET devices. The SPICE simulation tool at 345

35 nmwas used. The performances of various circuits 346

are compared. The implementation was carried out in 347

Synopsis using CMOS and FinFET PTMmodels. 348

In the future, the proposed method can be imple- 349

mented using field programmable gate arrays and sig- 350

nal processors. An embedded system will be imple- 351

mented for the acquisition units to control and trans- 352

mit information to remote places. IoT-based design 353

10
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Figure 13: Proposed FinFET full adder-based Design1

Figure 14: FinFET full adder-based Design2

will be a focus of future research.354
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